
Helping  Teens  Understand
Homosexuality – Facts to Help
Youth  Withstand  the  Current
Culture
Sue Bohlin provides practical ways to communicate with teens
about  common  misunderstandings  and  the  truth  concerning
homosexuality. Recognizing that teens deal with peer pressure
to  experiment  and  feelings  of  same  sex  attraction,  she
provides real ways to help teens make their way through this
maze of contradiction and confusion.

In this article we look at ways to communicate the
truth about homosexuality to teens. We examine the
lies they are told and the sexual pressure they are
under. We also look at ways to help kids process
their gender confusion, as well as address helpful
ways to encourage teens who already identify themselves as gay
or lesbian. And finally, we provide perspective on how to
treat  those  who  struggle  with  same-sex  attraction  in  a
compassionate and godly way. By looking at this topic, from a
Christian, biblical worldview perspective, we can communicate
the depth of God’s love and His desire for us to experience
the best life possible.

The Lies They Hear
In many schools and in the rest of the culture today, only one
perspective is allowed to be heard. Consider four lies that
are very familiar to teens today:

First, “Homosexuality is normal and healthy.” It’s neither.
The fact that it simply occurs (in about 2% of the population)
doesn’t make it normal. When we look at the way males and
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females  were  designed  to  complement  each  other  both
emotionally and sexually, that tells us something about the
nature  of  homosexuality,  that  something  has  gone  wrong
somewhere. This is not judging the people who experience same-
sex attraction; it’s like a red light on the dashboard of a
car, denoting that something needs attention.

Acting physically on same-sex attractions is certainly not
healthy. Those who do are at far greater risk for sexually
transmitted  diseases,  including  AIDS;  alcoholism  and  drug
abuse; depression; emotionally exhausting relationships; and a
shortened  lifespan.{1}  Please  see  the  “Facts  About  Youth”
website from the American College of Pediatricians, especially
this article: Health Risks of the Homosexual Lifestyle.

Lie #2: “If you’re attracted to someone of the same sex, that
means you’re gay or lesbian.” Not so. It really means that
there are unmet, God-given needs for love and attention that
were supposed to be met earlier in life. Having crushes on
other  people,  of  both  sexes,  is  also  a  normal  part  of
adolescent  development.  It  means  teens  are  transitioning
emotionally from child to adult.

The third lie is, “Since you were born that way, you can’t
change.” First, there is no scientific evidence that anyone is
born gay. It’s a myth that has been repeated so often that
people believe it. Second, thousands of people who were once
gay have experienced significant changes in their attractions
and behavior.{2} Change is possible.

The fourth lie is, “Embrace and celebrate your gay identity,
because gay life is cool.” Those in ministry to those dealing
with  unwanted  homosexuality  have  heard  many  heartbreaking
stories of the truth: a dark side of intense and difficult
relationships,  relational  patterns  of  disillusionment  and
breakups, physical and emotional unhealthiness.

Countless people have said they wished they never entered the
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gay community in the first place, but it’s hard to leave.

Teens and Sexual Pressure
Adolescents  are  under  an  extraordinary  amount  of  sexual
pressure.  They  live  in  a  sex-saturated  culture,  and  the
messages they receive from the media and, unfortunately, in
school, clearly communicate an expectation that sex is just
part of having a social life. Rarely do they hear about the
heart-wrenching consequences of being sexually active, both
physically and emotionally. The agenda pushing sexual freedom
is also engaged in trying to normalize homosexuality as well.

Teens are pushed to decide early if they are gay, straight, or
bisexual, as young as elementary school. But kids in their
early teens, much less even younger than that, are no more
equipped to “decide” their sexual orientation than they are to
choose a college major and career track. A landmark study done
by the University of Minnesota determined that at age twelve,
one  fourth  of  the  students  were  unsure  of  their  sexual
orientation. Their bodies were just beginning to experience
the changes that would turn them from children into adults,
and they were being asked if they were gay, straight, or
bisexual.  No  wonder  so  many  were  confused!  But  by  age
seventeen,  that  number  of  kids  unsure  of  their  sexual
orientation  had  dropped  to  5%.{3}

And psychiatrist Dr. Jeffrey Satinover says, “[W]ithout any
intervention whatsoever, three out of four boys who think
they’re gay at age 16 aren’t by 25. So if we’re going to treat
homosexuality  as  a  state,  75%  of  ‘gays’  become  ‘non-gay’
spontaneously. That’s a statement which I consider ludicrous,
but if you accept this tacit proposition—that being gay is an
actual  state,  like  being  short  or  being  tall,  black  or
white—then in three out of four people that condition changes
itself spontaneously. . . That’s with no outside intervention,
just the natural processes of development.”{4}



We need to tell teens, “It’s too soon to ‘declare a major’ in
your sexuality.”

Teens are also pressured to experiment with both sexes as the
only  way  they  can  know  their  sexual  orientation.  It’s
presented as nonchalantly as our cruise ship table partner
suggesting we try escargot—”Hey, how can you know if you like
it unless you try it out?”

Teenage sexual behavior can have lifelong consequences, but
they are not in a position to recognize that. Their brains
don’t finish developing until age twenty-five, and they tend
to make decisions out of the region of the brain that controls
emotion.  So  they  are  easily  swayed  to  make  dangerous  and
irresponsible choices, like engaging in any kind of sexual
behavior.

Teens need to be encouraged to face the sexual pressures and
stand against them.

Gender Insecurity
At a conference I attended, author and ministry leader Andy
Comiskey{5} shared a painful experience in junior high where
one day, out of the blue, the whole school was abuzz with the
rumor that Andy was gay. There was even graffiti about it on
the wall. He struggled with his sexual identity, but he had
never acted out. He walked into a classroom on an errand and
on his way out, two boys called “Faggot!” He was crushed and
humiliated.  Later  on,  he  made  it  into  a  self-fulfilling
prophecy and immersed himself in the gay lifestyle.

I went up to him and asked, “If you could rewrite the script
of that incident, knowing what you do today, what would it
look like?” He said, “Oh, I wish there had been some sensitive
adults, especially in the church, to talk freely with me and
other kids about ‘gender insecurity.’ They wouldn’t even have
to talk about homosexuality or use the word—many kids can



relate to the idea of ‘gender insecurity.’ It would have been
so freeing for me to have someone acknowledge that it’s a real
thing, but it didn’t mean I was gay. I wish there were people
who could have spoken truth into my life at that point.”

One kind of truth that kids should hear is that around age
ten, attraction for the same sex begins. This attraction is
emotional, non-sexual, and involuntary. It doesn’t mean teens
are gay or lesbian; it means they are transitioning through
normal adolescent development. We have to learn to attach to
people of our same sex before we can learn to attach to people
of the opposite sex. But most teens don’t know this.

Some kids don’t feel secure in their masculinity or femininity
for a variety of reasons, usually having to do with not being
affirmed by parents and peers. God gives each of us needs for
attention, approval and affection. When those needs are not
met, the onset of hormones can sexualize this “hole in the
heart.”  Some  teens  can  find  themselves  longing  for  the
attention, approval and affection of people of their same
gender. When others put on them the false and hurtful labels
of “homo,” “fag,” or “lez,” they can easily find themselves
believing the lies.

When teens are not secure in their gender, they don’t need to
be pointed to gay groups at school. They need to be affirmed
and encouraged to develop their innate, God-given masculinity
or femininity, to see their gender as good. They need to have
other kids reach out to make them feel “one of the guys” or
“one of the girls.” They need time to finish growing up.

Teens Who Identify as Gay or Lesbian
Growing  numbers  of  teens  are  self-identifying  as  gay  or
lesbian. In many circles, being gay—or claiming to be gay—is
now considered cool, especially among girls.

Teenagers experiment with same-sex relationships for a variety
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of reasons. Some experience normal crushes on same-sex peers
and think this means they are gay—or their friends inform them
that’s what it means. What it really means is that they are
learning  to  form  deep  and  intense  attachments  which  is  a
necessary  precursor  to  maintaining  long-term  adult
relationships  like  marriage.

Others  experiment  with  same-sex  relationships  out  of  a
legitimate need to belong. Some kids are simply curious; they
just want to try it out like a new shade of lipstick.

Some  teens  experiment  with  same-sex  relationships  because
others have labeled them gay or lesbian, and they wonder, “Am
I? Do they know something I don’t know? Maybe I am and I need
to go in that direction.” This is one reason it’s so important
to impress on all kids the absolute unacceptability of name-
calling and other cruelties. It’s not only bullying behavior,
it can have terrible emotional consequences.

Some adolescents pursue same-sex relationships because they
are  anxious  about  growing  into  adolescence  and  the
responsibilities of adulthood. So they hide behind immature
and emotionally volatile same-sex feelings and behaviors.

Often, what teens are attracted to in same-sex peers are the
characteristics they wish they had in themselves: popularity,
good looks, a winsome personality, a strong physique. This
kind of jealousy doesn’t mean they are gay or lesbian; it
means there is an area they need to build confidence in!

Most girls who get involved in same-sex relationships start
out  in  friendships  that  grow  increasingly  controlling  and
needy. In these emotionally dependent relationships, girls can
get so enmeshed with each other that their relationship turns
physical.

Many  people  who  later  identify  as  gay  or  lesbian  report
feeling different from others, feeling like they don’t fit in
or belong. Girls can feel like they don’t belong to the world



of girls, and guys almost always feel like they can’t measure
up in the world of males. This is gender insecurity, not
homosexuality, but teens usually don’t hear this message. They
need to.

Labels such as “gay” and “lesbian” and “homo” and “dyke” are
incredibly hurtful, and it is easy for those who are slapped
with those labels to believe them. But God doesn’t call anyone
homosexual or lesbian; those labels are man’s invention, not
biblical truth. It’s essential for teens to know who they are
in God’s sight—beloved, precious, and stamped with the imprint
of His acceptance and delight.

When  Teens  Struggle  with  Same-Sex
Attraction
If you know teens who are struggling with feelings of same-sex
attraction, or who seem to be experiencing gender insecurity,
let me make some suggestions on how to minister to them.

First, don’t address the issue of homosexuality head-on. Same-
sex  strugglers  are  always  wrestling  with  feelings  of
inferiority,  rejection,  shame  and  fear,  so  it’s  extremely
uncomfortable for anyone to bring up the subject. The heart of
the issue for kids who find themselves attracted to others of
the same sex are these dark and negative feelings. It’s much
better to ask indirect questions that encourage them to talk
about the underlying feelings of disconnection with a parent,
or the ridicule of their peers, or depression and sadness.

Second, don’t use any labels. Teens who struggle with their
gender identity already have a huge struggle with feeling that
the rest of the world has put an unwelcome label on them. The
false, man-made labels of “gay” and “lesbian” are hurtful,
false, and restricting.

Consider what it would be like if we created a label such as
“angro” for people who are easily ticked off and walk around



in a continual low-level state of hostility. What if people
went around saying, “I’m an angry person. That’s just the way
I am—that’s WHO I am. I’m an angro.” They might believe they
were born angry, that they have an “angro gene.” Not only is
the label of “angro” false and misleading, but it can lead
people to believe the lie that it is a permanent state or
condition rather than a description of one’s current feelings.

That’s what happened with the relatively recent labels of
“gay” and “lesbian.” They can become like jail cells, making
people feel hopelessly trapped in a state or condition. It’s
much better to help teens deal with the fact that they are
experiencing some attractions to their same gender, and those
feelings are like the red light on the dashboard of a car.
They mean there’s something going on inside that needs some
attention. And that’s literally true: God creates all of us
with the need for attention, affection and approval, and those
are the things adolescents are craving when they have feelings
for people of the same sex. The needs are legitimate; we need
to help them be met in healthy ways. This is where the church
and  other  Christian  youth  organizations  can  make  all  the
difference in the world.

Third, communicate to kids who struggle that God did not make
them  gay.  God  doesn’t  make  anyone  gay,  and  there  is  no
scientific  evidence  that  there  is  a  biological  basis  for
homosexual feelings or behavior. Even if they feel that they
were born gay, this is the result of being told a fairy tale.
Were American kids born English speakers? That’s all they ever
knew, right? No, they weren’t born English speakers, they were
born language speakers. Which language they speak is a matter
of  the  shaping  influences  of  their  upbringing.  Kids  who
experience  same-sex  attraction  were  born  to  be  relational
creatures, but how those relationships shape their souls is a
function of their temperaments, their home life, and how they
relate to other kids.

Fourth,  give  them  a  safe  place  to  process  their  feelings



without  being  shamed  or  condemned.  For  many  teens,  this
unfortunately rules out their home, school, or church. I’m
sure it grieves God’s heart that for many people, church is
the most unsafe place on the planet for those who struggle
with various life-controlling sins and urges. But there is a
great  free,  online  support  group  for  struggling  youth,
moderated by an experienced and understanding youth pastor, at
www.livehope.org.  Kids  can  safely  talk  to  others  like
themselves and learn how intimacy with Jesus Christ brings
healing and change to broken and wounded hearts.

Fifth, many students who experience same sex attraction often
feel fake if they don’t choose to identify with or act on
their feelings. They have believed the lie that gay or lesbian
is what they are. They want to be real. But getting real is
becoming who God created them to be, despite their feelings of
what whose around them might say.{6} Finding out who God says
they are is the true path to being real and not fake.

The Call to Understanding and Compassion
Many teens feel, “I just don’t get this whole gay/lesbian
thing.”  That’s  perfectly  understandable.  Only  2-3%  of  the
population deals with same gender attraction. The fact that
it’s such a huge issue in our culture is completely out of
proportion to the actual number of people experiencing it.

Kids need to know a few things about those who do struggle
with same-sex attractions and feelings. First, they didn’t
choose it. It’s something people discover, not something they
decide on. And almost every single person who discovers they
have  strong  feelings  and  fantasies  about  the  same  sex  is
horrified and terrified by this discovery. It’s a very painful
part  of  their  life,  so  it’s  important  for  others  to  be
respectful and kind.

Second, having crushes and strong feelings for friends and
teachers  of  the  same  sex  is  a  normal  part  of  adolescent
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development. It doesn’t mean a teen is gay or lesbian. When
other kids assure them that it does, it is slapping a false
and hurtful label on them that they may find almost impossible
to take off. If someone walked up to you and put a “Hi, My
Name Is” nametag on you that had someone else’s name on it,
you  probably  wouldn’t  have  any  trouble  taking  it  off  and
saying, “There’s a mistake here—that’s not who I am.” But when
kids  do  the  same  thing  with  the  “nametag”  of  “gay”  or
“lesbian,” they usually put it on kids who don’t have the
security and self-confidence to realize that’s not who they
are, and they can go through the rest of their lives believing
a lie.

Third, be compassionate. People don’t know who around them is
struggling,  either  with  their  own  same-sex  desires  and
attractions, or the painful burden of knowing a family member
or loved one has them. They only have to show contempt once
for  those  who  experience  same-sex  feelings  to  show  that
they’re not a safe person.

Fourth, be respectful. That means cutting phrases like “Oh,
that’s so gay” out of their vocabulary. It means not throwing
around words like “homo” or “fag” or “queer.” Every gay joke
or insult is like sticking a dagger in the heart of those who
carry a painful secret.

The bottom line for helping teens understand homosexuality is
to call them to see God’s design as good, and show grace and
compassion to those who don’t see it. Be “Jesus with skin on”
in both His holiness and His kindness.
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unChristian:  Is
Christianity’s  Image  Hurting
Christ’s Image?
Byron Barlowe reviews the book unChristian, based on research
on what young people think of evangelicals and born-again
Christians:  that  they’re  hypocritical,  judgmental,  too
political, exclusive. He calls out Christians to improve the
reality behind the image to better reflect Christ.

Section Synopsis: A recent book entitled unChristian: What a
New Generation Really Thinks About Christianity and Why It
Matters  uncovered  overwhelmingly  negative  views  of
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evangelicals and born-again Christians, especially among young
generations. In some ways these views are warranted, in some
ways they are not, but Christians do well to take them as a
wake-up call for the sake of those God wants to save and
mature.

The meaning of gospel is literally “good news.” The
book  unChristian:  What  a  New  Generation  Really
Thinks  About  Christianity  .  .  .  and  Why  It
Matters{1} is a book of bad news—that half of those
outside the church have a negative perception of
Christianity. And that’s even true of many young people inside
the church.

Evangelical Christians by definition consider Jesus’ charge to
present the biblical gospel message to the world a mandate.
Yet  many  of  the  very  people  who  they  reach  out  to  are
rejecting the messengers. Researchers with the Barna Group
found that a majority today believe that evangelical and born-
again  Christians  are  sheltered  from  the  real  world,  are
judgmental, way too political, anti-homosexual (to the point
of being gay-hating), and hypocritical.

These are widespread perceptions, especially among sixteen- to
twenty-nine-year-olds, even those who go to church. To many
people, perception is ninety percent of reality. So whatever
your opinion of the study, this is the feeling out there.

Barna’s survey results and commentary have been making a stir
through unChristian since its release in 2007. It’s not a deep
theological  or  philosophical  book.  It  contains  statistical
interpretation broken up by commentary from every stripe of
evangelical Christian. It is a sobering cultural assessment
that calls out believers to be more Christlike.

The authors’ applications are not always solidly based. They
seem a little dismissive of valid objections to their analysis
and conclusions. Also, confusion among unchurched respondents
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about the meaning of the terms “born again” and “evangelical”
leads one to ask, How seriously do we take survey-takers’
critique of Christians if they don’t even know who or what
these Christians are? That is, many times the people being
surveyed couldn’t clearly define what “born-again” means or
what an “evangelical” is, so how much stock should we put in
their criticisms?

Yet, the stats are stark enough to be alarming: of those
outside  the  church,  fully  half  had  a  bad  impression  of
evangelicals. Only three percent had a good impression! Are
Christians so bent on moral persuasion that we’re alienating
the lost with a lovelessness that really is unChristian? Or is
this just a case of the unsaved experiencing the gospel as a
stumbling block, as Jesus said would happen? The authors say
it’s mainly Christians’ fault; I agree but suspect there’s
more to it.

Here’s a modest proposal: even if respondents were biased or
misled, why don’t we in the church humble ourselves, listen,
and change where we need to? In the spirit of King David, when
Shimei cursed him loudly, we may need to simply say, “Let them
critique. The Lord told them to.”

Some question whether perceptions of outsiders should shape
the church’s behavior. Co-authors Kinnaman and Lyons make the
case  that  the  church  needs  to  be  thoughtful  about  our
responses to homosexuals, less trusting of political action as
the way to change culture, and more humble and open to people
who have not yet experienced grace. If outsiders feel that we
are running a club they’re not invited to, where is Christ in
that? they ask.

According to the authors, “Theologically conservative people
are increasingly perceived as aloof and unwilling to talk.”
But  those  under  30  “are  the  ultimate  ‘conversation
generation’.” Those outside church want to discuss issues, but
see Christians as unwilling. Have you recently had a spiritual



dialogue with a young unbeliever? How’d it go?

“Christians Are Hypocritical”
Section Synopsis: unChristian documents a heavy bias against
Christians as hypocritical, a charge which is in part true,
admit many. But it’s also an unavoidable reality of a grace-
based religion, which if explained, goes a long way towards
mitigating the charge and explaining the gospel message.

One  overwhelming  opinion  among  the  survey  group  is  that
Christians are hypocrites and this keeps people away from
church.

In fact, the survey on which the book is based reveals blatant
legalism among believers, that the top priority of born-again
Christians is, “doing the right thing, being good, and not
sinning.” This do-your-best value topped biblical values like
“relationships,  evangelism,  service  and  family  faith.”  In
another survey, four out of five churchgoers said that “the
Christian life is well described as, ‘trying hard to do what
God commands’.” {2} Such a primary focus on lifestyle and sin-
management as a measure of spirituality leads to what they
call a “false pretense of holiness,” that is, hypocrisy.{3}
It’s often like we Christians are living for others’ approval
and forgetting about grace.

This isn’t lost on younger generations. “Like it or not, the
term  ‘hypocritical’  has  become  fused  with  young  peoples’
experience of Christianity,” say the authors.{4} Eighty-five
percent of “outsiders” and half of young churchgoers say so.
The  book  offers  story  after  painful  story  of  sometimes
breathtaking hypocrisy based on lengthy interviews. This adds
weight to the conclusions drawn by Kinnaman and Lyons. The
research was not simply based on surveys (quantitative) but
also on in-depth interviews (qualitative).

There may be a silver lining here. The charge of hypocrisy



offers a handy starting point for turning around negative
perceptions and explaining grace. Pastor and author Tim Keller
admits that we Christians actually are often hypocritical and
need to be humble about it. Unrepentant hypocrites don’t admit
mistakes, so we immediately challenge a perception by owning
up to it.

But the other unavoidable fact is that non-Christians assume
we are trying to live like Jesus to get into heaven, like the
good-works motivation of other religions and cults. So, when
they find out we’re not perfect people, they critique us as
hypocrites. In contrast, an old saying captures the biblical
worldview: “The Church is a hospital for sinners, not a museum
for saints.”{5} Unbelievers simply cannot understand this; we
have to be patient with that, says Keller.

You could respond to the accusation of hypocrisy like this: “I
have  a  relationship  with  Christ  not  because  I’m  good  but
precisely because I am not good. He rescued me from myself and
the ruin I was causing. But He’s changing me. I’m still a
mess, but I’m God’s mess.”

In an age of Internet image-making and advertising, young
outsiders are cynical about finding anybody who’s genuine.
Christians need to genuinely repent of hypocrisy. Meanwhile,
we can explain that grace means our imperfections are covered
by God during the process of spiritual transformation. Maybe
outsiders will opt for grace once they see more of it.

“Christians Hate Homosexuals”
Section Synopsis: Evangelical and born-again Christians today
have a well-deserved but understandable reputation as anti-
gay,  but  attitudes  can  go  so  far  as  being  gay-hating.
Balancing conviction about the broader gay agenda and the
personal sin of homosexuality with a humble compassion for gay
individuals who are made in God’s image is key, especially as



we model for younger believers.

The guys in my Bible study group were discussing gay marriage
and the upcoming elections. The lively banter stopped when I
dropped a bomb. “You know,” I said, “when most non-Christians
under thirty-years-old find out we’re evangelicals, we may as
well be wearing a sandwich board emblazoned with ‘God hates
gays.’” I’d been reading unChristian, and it was sobering.

According to the authors, if we’re raising kids to “shun their
peers who are ‘different,’ we are actually limiting their . .
. spiritual influence” and may lead them to question their own
faith.{6}  Why?  Because  they’ll  probably  have  friends  who
identify  as  gay  and  other  sexual  identities.  As  Probe
colleague Kerby Anderson says, “One of the biggest challenges
for  churches  and  individual  Christians  who  reach  out  to
homosexuals  is  keeping  two  principles  in  proper  tension:
biblical convictions and biblical compassion.”{7}

An  emerging  adult  generation  accepts  homosexuality,  often
without thinking, even those who grew up in church. Only one-
third of churched young people believe homosexuality to be a
“major problem.”

And, only a small percentage of young adults “want to resist
homosexual initiatives” in society. This is alarming, given
America’s softening of sexual morals, mainstreaming of gay
culture  and  the  redefinition  of  marriage.  But  the  issue
addressed in unChristian is that in our battle against a few
agenda-driven  radicals,  we’ve  regularly  forgotten  that  our
fight is not with same-sex strugglers, but with unbiblical
ideas.{8} We’re called to love, not condemn, the people made
in God’s image who are caught up in sin, even while we stand
up as Christian citizens.

Barna’s  survey  shows  just  how  unbiblical  self-identified
Christians can be. Over half said homosexuality was a problem,
but only two out of six hundred people said anything about



love or “being sympathetic” as a potential solution. A mere
one  percent  say  they  pray  for  homosexuals!  “We  need  to
downgrade  the  importance  of  being  antihomosexual  as  a
‘credential,’”  of  our  commitment  to  Christ,  say  the
authors.{9} That is, we need to repent if we believe that it’s
a spiritual badge of honor to be anti-gay.

If a certain brand of sin is disgusting to us, why should that
get in the way of communicating the love of a forgiving God?
We need to keep in mind that all sin is disgusting to God,
even our pet sins. This is the kind of challenge the book
unChristian  does  well.  Yet,  scant  mention  is  made  of  the
greater consequences of sexual sins, including sickness and
the desperate need for repentance and recovery among same-sex
practitioners. Perhaps that would have been off-point for this
book.

Kinnaman observes that younger generations are “hard-wired for
relational  connections”  and  view  the  church’s  lack  of
spiritual solutions as uncaring and insincere. If we lose our
audience due to heartlessness it won’t matter how much truth
we proclaim.

“Christians Are Judgmental”
Section Synopsis: “Christians are judgmental” is an accusation
coming from young people inside and outside the Church today.
Believers need to learn to retain the biblical mandate to
judge the fruits of ideas and behaviors while going out of our
way not to condemn people who’ve never (or seldom) experienced
God’s grace.

One of the most troubling perceptions that a watching world
has of “born agains” and “evangelicals”, especially among the
under-thirty  crowd,  is  that  we  are  judgmental.  The  book
unChristian cites findings that ninety percent of “outsiders”
believe this. More than half of young churchgoers agree!



It’s not compromise to graciously work with disagreements.
Sometimes the need to be right and “stay right” cancels out
the truth we’re trying to defend. To use the old saying,
“People don’t care how much you know until they know how much
you care.” This seems to be the main finding the research
revealed.

The authors credit young generations with insightfulness into
peoples’  motives  since  they’ve  been  endlessly  targeted  by
marketing, lectures, and sermons. (Most have spent time in
church, by the way.) They don’t want unsolicited advice, say
the authors. But that makes them resistant, not unreachable.
Another factor is that younger generations reject black-and-
white views. “They esteem context, ambiguity, and tension. . .
. How we communicate [to them] is just as important as what we
communicate,” according to the book. {10} One popular author
is  seeing  fruit  among  younger  people  by  focusing  on  God
Himself as the original community, the Trinity, and giving
credence to our need for community.{11}

Well, aren’t unbelievers the ones judging believers? Aren’t
Christians just standing up to sin? In-depth interviews showed
that many respondents “believe Christians are trying . . . to
justify feelings of moral and spiritual superiority.”{12} My
opinion is this: If we think we’re better, we need to revisit
Amazing Grace! Arrogance is the charge; are you guilty of it?
I know I’ve been.

What does it mean to be judgmental? People are stumbling over
stuff like this:

• Judgmentalism doesn’t stop to ask why people do the things
they do and why they are the way they are. That is, it just
doesn’t care.

• Judgmental minds see everything in terms of rules kept or
rules broken.

•  A  judgmental  heart  maintains  the  us-them  dichotomy,



keeping people at a distance from us. Holding people in
contempt is easier when we lump them into categories.

• The core belief of a judgmental spirit is, “I’m right and
I’m better.”

It’s true, the worldview of young generations in America has
shifted in recent years to include a “do-it-yourself” morality
and this is deeply troubling. Youth apologist Josh McDowell
notes that seniors have the emotional maturity of freshmen
today. Many suffer from broken families.{13} Still, an entire
generation—churched  and  many  formerly-churched—doubts  our
motives. Yes, they are judging us! But if our attitudes truly
are stiff-arming people, shouldn’t we start sympathetically
inviting them into God’s fellowship?

Christ-followers have a very hard time distinguishing between
judging people and judging what they do. Scripture teaches us
clearly not to condemn people to hell. Paul the Apostle taught
that he didn’t even judge himself, much less outsiders. Yet we
are told to judge fruits, which consist of what people do.
That way, we know if we’re dealing with an unbelieving person,
a confused believer or a mature disciple of Christ. If an
unbeliever commits sin, we can see from it how to minister to
them.

We church folks say, “Love the sinner, hate the sin.” Those
studied said they experience hate of the sin and the sinner.
Much of church peoples’ discomfort and judgmentality stems
from  cultural  and  generational  sources.  If  something  like
tattoos gets in the way of a Christlike response, maybe we
need to take a fresh look at our attitudes.

How  Can  True  Christians  Constructively
Respond?
Section Synopsis: Repairing a damaged image is a worthy goal



for  Christians  so  that  critics  can  see  Christ  instead  of
negative stereotypes. We can tear down stereotypes by being
Christlike and then we have a chance to tear down deeper
misconceptions about God, the Bible, and faith.

The panhandler touched Dave’s heart with his honest appeal. “I
just want a burger.” Throughout the meal, Dave talked with
him, finding out about his life and views. He didn’t try to
cram the gospel in or argue. Dave later overheard the man say
to his homeless companion, “Hey that guy’s a Christian and we
actually  had  a  conversation.”  Dave  wondered  what  kind  of
negative interactions with Christians from the past prompted
that response!

The authors of unChristian uncovered a low public opinion of
evangelicals and born-again Christians among outsiders. They
may be biased, but it’s helpful to know what people think.

One of the most important ministries you can have these days
is  to  tear  down  negative  stereotypes  of  Christ-followers
simply by being Christlike. That may set the stage for tearing
down myths and lies about God, the Bible, and Christianity.

We need to seek common ground to begin a dialogue with those
outside the faith. We all respond to agreement better than
arguments, so affirming is a good start towards persuading. I
recently saw a bumper sticker on the truck of a worker. It
said in effect, “Jesus loves you but I think you’re a jerk”,
although in more colorful language! After I chuckled about how
God  loves  “jerks”  like  me,  we  spent  forty-five  minutes
discussing his views, mostly on God and religion.

At one point, he proclaimed, “I like to think of God as
feminine.” I explored his reasons, which included the presence
of beauty in the world. I affirmed that observation far as I
could and expanded his thinking. I said, “What if God is so
big  and  complete  that  He  embodies  perfect  femininity  and
masculinity?” The door opened wider. But what if I’d acted



offended by the cuss word on the sticker or been put off by
his distorted theology? I’m sure he would have been put off
and the conversation would have been aborted.

Again, we also need to admit mistakes and problems, say the
authors.  Youth  today  emphasize  “keepin’  it  real,”  being
genuine.  “Transparency  disarms  an  image-is-everything
generation.”{14}

Lastly, the authors urge us to respond with truth and love to
gays and their friends. Speaking out against homosexual sin
and harmful politics may be our role. At the same time, Kerby
Anderson points out that Christians “should lovingly welcome
those who struggle with homosexual temptations and dedicate
[ourselves] to meet the emotional and spiritual needs of”
homosexual strugglers.{15}

Our tone of voice, demeanor and facial expression are much
more  important  than  we  think.  As  Tim  Keller  says,  “You
actually have to embody a different kind of Christian than the
ones that they’ve known in the past or they’re simply not
going to listen to what you’re saying.”{16}
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Gay Men to Lead Boy Scouts:
Gates’  Failure  to  Render
Genuine Leadership
This week the Boy Scouts of America have announced they will
welcome transgendered youth into the program. This culture-
following trend began when the BSA allowed gay scouts, then
gay leaders. This shows a serious leadership gap, according to
Eagle  Scout,  former  Scout  employee,  and  volunteer  Byron
Barlowe.

Boy Scouts will now be subject to gay adult leadership if BSA
(Boy Scouts of America) president Robert Gates’ advice is
taken. Gates, who once held our military’s top position as
Secretary of Defense, declared the inevitability of ending the
ban  on  openly  gay  Scout  leaders  while  addressing  the  BSA
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national annual meeting in Atlanta Thursday, May 21, 2015.

Does anyone really doubt that Gates’ position will be made
official, especially given recent advances for gay rights at
the states’ level, with the Girl Scouts, in Ireland’s national
referendum  vote  three  days  later  and  most  likely  via  the
United States Supreme Court this June? I wager it’ll be only a
few months before it’s official BSA policy.

The question for Mr. Gates: How does bowing to the rapidly
changing poll numbers on this issue constitute leadership?
Don’t heroes often have to stand alone? Even if Gates holds
convictions  that  would  dictate  openness  in  his  personal
dealings, his stated premise for lifting the long-time ban on
gay Scout leaders that stands to affect tens of thousands of
youth  is  flawed:  that  the  proverbial  train  has  left  the
station and the organization needs to cover its rear guard, to
go  with  the  inevitable  flow  of  gay  rights,  to  kowtow  to
pressure from within and without. Pure pragmatism on parade.
And entirely inappropriate and unrespectable.

Brave New World vs. “A Scout is Brave”
Part of the Scout Law every Boy Scout for 105 years has
memorized and recited reads, “A Scout is trustworthy . . .
brave . . . reverent. . . .” But the BSA has done a 180-degree
flip on the topic of homosexuality, having won a Supreme Court
case against a gay membership push as recently as 2000. The
Opinion of the Court in Dale v. Boy Scouts of America, written
by Chief Justice Rehnquist, reads, “The Boy Scouts asserts
that it ‘teach[es] that homosexual conduct is not morally
straight'” in its defense of denying avowed homosexual and gay
activist James Dale leadership privileges with a Scout troop.

Oh,  what  a  difference  fifteen  years  makes  when  one  bases
decisions on the swiveling wind vane of a degrading culture.

To his credit, Dr. Gates called for individual chartering
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organizations—representing 70 percent of Boy Scout Troops and
Cub Packs—to decide for themselves how to implement such a
policy. Yet, in the same speech, Gates cites the refusal of a
New York Council to abide by current BSA policy in hiring gay
leaders as a realistic reason to change the national policy.
Which is it? Gay men get the right to lead, or troops and
packs get to say no? We see where that is going in the courts
and in culture with Christian photographers, bakers and T-
shirt makers: inescapable pressure to succumb.

Live Up to High Standards of Scouting
I’m holding President Gates to a high standard here. Sure,
he’s been pressured by his own big business (read: big donor)
board members like Randall Stephenson of AT&T and James Turley
of Ernst & Young to eradicate the BSA’s longstanding policies
against gay participation at every level. Though it may not
compare to high stakes, national level non-profit boardroom
politics, I lost my job as a BSA District Executive by holding
to the principles of Scouting (and my biblical faith). When
asked to misrepresent the number of Cub Scout Packs in local
schools at a BSA Council in North Carolina, I refused. Threats
didn’t move me despite my 23-year-old, first-job fears. Call
me naïve. Then explain that to a boy. It would be refreshing
to see Mr. Gates stand up to power himself.

Even if I agreed with gay rights claims concerning the private
youth training organization, I’d object to the hypocrisy of
its leader. Gates’ recent declaration, as with the BSA’s 2013
decision to enroll openly gay Scouts, is modeling another
dereliction of duty. Yet “duty to God,” others and self has
always  formed  the  three-legged  stool  of  values  on  which
Scouting stood. God is not confused on this issue, nor was the
Scouting program for a full century.



If This Goes, Scouting Will Forever Be
Altered
I  write  “values  on  which  Scouting  stood”  in  past  tense
advisedly. As I was quoted via the Los Angeles Times syndicate
while demonstrating against the policy change to allow openly
gay Scouts in 2013, this is the end of Scouting as we have
known it. Another prediction: A sharp decrease in numbers
following that decision will be surpassed if the BSA allows
admittedly gay leaders. As an Eagle Scout, father of an Eagle
Scout,  former  volunteer  Scouting  leader  and  BSA  local
executive, I can no longer support in any way the Boy Scouts
of America. I’ll support other youth programs.

This conviction grieves me, but borrowing from the Christian
reformer Martin Luther, here I stand and I can do no other.
No, this episode does not rise to the level of religious
reformation; however, the gravity of such social slides will
change the cultural landscape for as long as our Republic
stands. The gay advocacy heavyweight Human Rights Campaign is
right when it celebrates Gates’ announcement as a huge victory
in its drive for full acceptance of homosexuals across the
culture, given that the BSA is “one of America’s most storied
institutions.”

As SecDef, Gates ended the ambiguous “Don’t ask, don’t tell”
doctrine, a decision that opened doors for openly gay service
men and women to serve freely despite fears of sexual chaos.
Our former CIA Director and, again, Secretary of Defense Gates
now holds the top leadership post among a younger group of
Americans. On this issue he has led neither members of the
armed  forces  nor  impressionable  and  sexually  vulnerable
adolescent Scouts.

Once again, Gates’ ethics reek of pure pragmatism: “We must
deal with the world as it is, not as we might wish it to be.
The status quo in our movement’s membership standards cannot



be sustained,” he said to the assembled Scouting leaders.

Never mind high ideals. The wind has blown, the ship has
sailed and we must get on board or be left behind (or at least
sued heavily). Oh, such bravery.

Posted May 2015 | Updated Jan 2017
© 2015 Probe Ministries

Gay  Agenda  in  Schools  –  A
Christian  Worldview
Perspective
Kerby Anderson summarizes the efforts currently underway to
implement a gay agenda in our public schools, identifying some
of the negative consequences. Looking at this initiative from
a biblical worldview perspective, he suggests actions that
Christians should take in response to these actions.

Advancing the Gay Agenda in Schools
Since the early 1990s gay activists and various homosexual
groups  have  been  using  strategies  that  provide  them  with
greater access to public schools. Usually the focus is upon
making the schools a safer place for gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender, and transsexual students, thereby justifying the
introduction  of  topics  and  speakers  on  the  subject  of
homosexuality. And the establishment of homosexual clubs on
campus provides an ongoing program to continue to introduce
homosexuality to students on campus.
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 Two key organizations are the Gay Lesbian and
Straight  Education  Network  (GLSEN)  and  Parents,
Families, and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG).
Both have been helpful in establishing a foothold
for homosexual speakers, programs, and curricula.

Perhaps the most effective wedge used by gay activists to open
the door to the public schools has been concern over student
safety.  Kevin  Jennings.  Executive  Director  for  GLSEN,
explained  in  a  speech  how  the  “safety”  issue  was  a  most
effective strategy:

In Massachusetts, the effective reframing of this issue was
the key to the success of the Governor’s Commission on Gay
and Lesbian Youth. We immediately seized upon the opponent’s
calling card–safety–and explained how homophobia represents a
threat  to  students’  safety  by  creating  a  climate  where
violence,  name-calling,  health  problems,  and  suicide  are
common. Titling our report “Making Schools Safe for Gay and
Lesbian Youth,” we automatically threw our opponents onto the
defensive and stole their best line of attack. This framing
short-circuited their arguments and left them back-pedaling
from day one.{1}

The strategy has obviously been successful because no one
would  want  to  be  against  making  the  schools  a  safer
environment. It almost doesn’t matter whether the allegations
are  true.  Once  you  raise  the  concern  of  safety,  most
administrators, teachers, and parents quickly fall in line.

There is an irony in all of this. Many of the behaviors that
are taught and affirmed in these school programs and clubs are
unsafe  in  term  of  public  health.  For  example,  Pediatrics
(Journal of the American Academy of Pediatrics) reported on a
Harvard study that found more than thirty risks positively
associated  with  self-reported  gay-lesbian-bisexual  (GLB)
orientation.{2}  So  it  is  indeed  ironic  that  the  idea  of
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“safety” is often used as means to introduce teaching and
discussion of behaviors that have been proven to be quite
“unsafe.”

The Goals of GLSEN
The mission statement of GLSEN is straightforward: “The Gay,
Lesbian & Straight Education Network strives to assure that
each member of every school community is valued and respected
regardless  of  sexual  orientation  or  gender
identity/expression.”{3}  It  is  a  growing,  well-funded
homosexual organization that promotes homosexual identity and
behavior on campus. It has been very successful in gaining
access on campus by working with such influential groups as
the National Education Association.

Anyone  who  takes  the  time  to  read  some  of  the  materials
recommended by GLSEN will quickly find that it condones sexual
themes  and  information  that  would  be  disturbing  to  most
parents. One researcher who has taken the time to review these
materials and investigate various school programs came to the
following seven conclusions:{4}

1. GLSEN believes the early sexualization of children can be
beneficial. This means that virtually any sexual activity as
well as exposure to graphic sexual images and material, is not
just permissible but good for children, as part of the process
of discovering their sexuality.

2. “Coming out” (calling oneself or believing oneself to be
homosexual) and even beginning homosexual sex practices at a
young age, is a normal and positive experience for youth which
should be encouraged by teachers and parents, according to
GLSEN.

3. Bisexuality, “fluid” sexuality and sexual experimentation
is encouraged by GLSEN as a right for all students.



4.  Meeting  other  “gay”  and  “questioning”  youth,  sometimes
without  parental  knowledge,  is  a  frequent  theme  in  GLSEN
materials. At these meetings, minors will come into contact
with college-age people and adults practicing homosexuality.

5. In GLSEN material, the “cool” adults—parents, teachers and
counselors—are  those  who  encourage  students  to  embrace
homosexuality and cross-dressing. They also allow adult-level
freedoms and let children associate with questionable teens or
adults.

6.  GLSEN  resources  contain  many  hostile,  one-sided  anti-
Christian vignettes and opinions, as well as false information
about Christianity and the Bible’s position on homosexuality.
This  encourages  antagonism  against  biblical  morality  and
increases the risk that youth will experiment with high-risk
behavior.

7. The spirituality presented positively in GLSEN resources is
heavily laced with occult themes and nightmarish images.

Goals of PFLAG and Gay Clubs
PFLAG is a national organization of parents, families, and
friends  that  “promotes  the  health  and  well-being  of  gay,
lesbian, bisexual and transgender persons.”{5} It has been an
active organization at the local level to promote its views of
human  sexuality  into  schools,  churches,  and  various  youth
organizations. Although there is a strong emphasis on rights
and  tolerance,  their  message  about  sexuality  would  be
disturbing  to  most  parents.

One  researcher  who  has  taken  the  time  to  review  their
brochures  and  other  materials  came  to  the  following  five
conclusions:{6}

1. PFLAG believes in total sexual license for people of all
ages.  For  children,  this  means  that  virtually  any  sexual



activity, as well as exposure to graphic sexual images and
material, is not just permissible but good for children as
part of the process of discovering their sexuality.

2. “Coming out” (calling oneself homosexual or cross-dressing)
at a very young age, and even beginning early homosexual sex
practices,  is  a  desirable  goal  in  the  world  according  to
PFLAG.

3. Bisexuality, fluid sexuality, and sexual experimentation is
encouraged by PFLAG. The group believes it’s important for all
students to learn about these options.

4. Meeting with other “gay” and “questioning” youth, usually
without  parental  knowledge,  is  a  frequent  theme  in  PFLAG
materials.  At  these  community  meetings,  thirteen-year-olds
will  come  into  contact  with  college-age  youth  and  adults
practicing homosexuality.

5. PFLAG spreads false information about the Bible, religious
faith, and restoration of heterosexuality through faith. This
misinformation  closes  the  door  of  change  for  many  young
people, and stirs up anti-Christian and anti-Jewish bias and
hostility.

Another way the gay agenda is promoted in the public schools
is  through  Gay-Straight  Alliance  clubs.  In  the  mid-1990s,
there were a few dozen Gay-Straight Alliance (GSA) clubs in
U.S.  high  schools.  Today  there  are  3,200  GSA  clubs
registered.{7}

These student-run clubs provides a meeting place for student
talk about homosexuality and homosexual behaviors. It is also
provides a platform for outside speakers to address various
topics and for students to organize a “Pride Week” on campus.
Once  a  year,  many  of  the  students  in  these  clubs  also
participate  in  “The  Day  of  Silence.”  This  is  a  day  when
students will remain silent all day as a way of acknowledging
the silence induced by those who oppose homosexuality.



Legal Liability
Is there any legal liability when schools permit and even
promote the teaching of homosexual education the campus? One
group (Citizens for Community Values) believes there is a
potential  liability.  The  group  has  published  a  manual
documenting  the  potential  liability  that  schools,
administrators, and teachers might face. The following is a
brief summary of much more information that can be found in
the document “The Legal Liability Associated with Homosexual
Education in Public Schools.”{8}

Life  expectancy—The  International  Journal  of  Epidemiology
found  that  gay  and  bisexual  men  involved  in  homosexual
behavior cut off years from their lives. One study showed that
“life expectancy at age 20 years for gay and bisexual men is 8
to 20 years less than for all men.” They therefore concluded
that if “the same pattern of mortality were to continue, we
estimate that nearly half of gay and bisexual men currently
aged 20 years will not reach their 65th birthday.”{9}

Sexually  transmitted  diseases—The  danger  of  various  STDs,
including HIV infection in homosexual relationships, has been
well documented through many studies. The Medical Institute
for  Sexual  Health  says  that  “Homosexual  men  are  at
significantly  increased  risk  of  HIV/AIDS,  hepatitis,  anal
cancer, gonorrhea and gastrointestinal infections as a result
of their sexual practices. Women who have sex with women are
at significantly increased risk of bacterial vaginosis, breast
cancer and ovarian cancer than are heterosexual women.”{10}

Other health risk behaviors—A study by Harvard University of
over four thousand ninth- to twelfth-grade students found that
gay-lesbian-bisexual “youth report disproportionate risk for a
variety of health risk and problem behaviors” and they found
that they “engage in twice the mean number of risk behaviors
as did the overall population.”{11}



Mental health—A study published in the Archives of General
Psychiatry found those engaging in homosexual behavior have a
much higher incidence of mental health problems. “The findings
support  the  assumption  that  people  with  same-sex  sexual
behavior are at greater risk for psychiatric disorders.”{12}

Permitting and promoting homosexual activity through on-campus
programs and clubs will certainly increase homosexual behavior
among students. Administrators, teachers, and parents should
reconsider  the  impact  these  programs,  and  the  subsequent
behavior, will have on the student body.

Biblical Response
When we talk about the issue of homosexuality, it is important
to keep two biblical principles in tension. On the one hand we
must stay true to our biblical convictions, and on the other
hand we should reach out with biblical compassion. Essentially
this is the balance between truth and love.

On the one hand, it is crucial for us to understand how the
homosexual  agenda  threatens  to  normalize  and  even  promote
homosexuality within the schools. Moreover, gay activists are
pushing an agenda in the courts, the legislature, the schools,
and the court of public opinion that will ultimately threaten
biblical authority and many of our personal and religious
freedoms. Christians, therefore, must stand for truth.

I have provided a brief overview of the groups and programs
that are promoting the gay agenda in the public schools. I
encourage you to find out what is happening in your community.
We  have  also  documented  the  potential  legal  liability
associated with many of the behaviors that are encouraged by
these programs. Often administrators and teachers are unaware
of the potential dangers associated with homosexual education
in the schools. Take time to share this information with them.

On the other hand, it is also important for us to reach out to



those caught in the midst of homosexuality and offer God’s
grace and redemption. We cannot let the hardened rhetoric of
gay  activists  keep  us  from  having  Christ’s  heart  toward
homosexuals. As individuals and as the church, we should reach
out to those caught in the sin of homosexuality and offer them
hope and point them to Jesus Christ so that they will find
freedom from the sexual sin that binds their lives.

It  is  important  to  remember  that  many  in  the  homosexual
lifestyle are there because of some emotional brokenness in
their families. They may be trying to meet their emotional
needs in ungodly ways. Youth in the public schools may be
experimenting sexually and find themselves caught up in the
homosexual lifestyle.

It is also important to remember that change is possible. The
testimony of hundreds of former homosexuals is proof that
someone can change their sexual behavior. So are the various
studies that document these same behavioral changes. And, most
importantly, the Bible teaches that change in possible. Paul,
writing to former homosexuals in the Corinthian church, noted
that “such were some of you” (1 Corinthians 6:11).

In addressing the issue of the gay agenda in public schools,
it is crucial to stay true to our biblical convictions (and
stand  for  truth)  while  we  also  reach  out  with  biblical
compassion.
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Same Sex Marriage: A Facade
of Normalcy
Sue Bohlin takes a look at the arguments for same sex marriage
and finds them lacking from a Christian, biblical worldview
perspective.  She explains that those pushing for same sex
marriage have redefined it into something it never was and was
never intended to be.
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What’s Marriage For?
In any discussion on same sex marriage, we need to start at
the  beginning:  What  is  marriage  is  for,  anyway?  Marriage
begins a family. The family is the basic building block of
society. It has always been this way from Adam and Eve down to
today.

Man did not invent marriage; God did. He invented and ordained
marriage as the foundation for all human society when He gave
Eve to Adam and pronounced them man and wife. Marriage is one
of those institutions that is found in every human culture.
Across the globe and across the ages, marriage has always been
defined the same way: one man and one woman in a committed
relationship,  providing  a  safe  place  to  bear  and  raise
children. I would suggest that since this pattern for marriage
applies to all cultures and all times, this indicates that God
is its inventor and creator. It’s such an intrinsic part of
the way we relate to each other that even those who have lost
track of the story of the true God (the non-Judeo-Christian
cultures) still practice marriage according to the pattern God
designed: one man and one woman in a committed relationship,
providing a safe place to bear and raise children.

God has woven “marriage into human nature so that it serves
two primary purposes throughout all societies.”{1} The first
is the way men and women were created to complement each
other.  Marriage  balances  the  strengths  and  weaknesses  of
masculinity  and  femininity.  Women  help  civilize  men  and
channel  their  sexual  energy  in  productive  rather  than
destructive ways. Men protect and provide for women—and any
children they produce together.

Marriage is built on a basic building block of humanity—that
we exist as male and female. The strong benefit of marriage as
God intended it is that males and females are designed with
profound and wonderful differences, and these differences are
coordinated in marriage so that each contributes what the



other lacks.{2}

The second purpose of marriage is producing, protecting, and
providing for children. Marriage ensures that children have
the benefits of both mother and father. Each gender makes a
unique and important contribution to children’s development
and emotional health, and marriage provides the best possible
environment for children to thrive as they enjoy the benefits
of masculinity and femininity.

Those who are pushing for same sex marriage don’t see marriage
this way. They seek to redefine it as a way to get society’s
stamp of approval on their sexual and emotional relationships,
and a way to secure financial and other benefits. Both of
these reasons are about the adults, not about children. Both
reasons are driven by the philosophy of “How can I get what I
want? How can I be happy?” It’s a very self-centered movement.

Many  homosexuals  want  the  right  to  marry  only  because  it
confers  society’s  ultimate  stamp  of  approval  on  a  sexual
relationship—not  because  they  want  to  participate  in  the
institution of marriage.

Why Same Sex Relationships Are Wrong
Let’s look at several reasons (though not an exhaustive list
by any means) that same sex relationships are wrong.

First, homosexuality is an attempt to meet legitimate needs in
illegitimate,  ungodly  ways.  We  all  have  God-given  heart
hungers to feel loved and known and validated—to feel that we
matter. God intends for us to have those needs met first by
our parents and then by our peers, but sometimes something
goes  wrong.  People  find  themselves  walking  around  with  a
gaping,  aching  hole  in  their  souls,  longing  to  make  the
connections that didn’t happen when they were supposed to,
earlier in their lives. From both the women and the men that I
know who are dealing with unwanted homosexuality, I hear the



same thing: “I just want to be held, I just want to be known,
I  just  want  to  be  special  to  someone.”  But  turning  to
homosexual or lesbian relationships to get those needs met is
not God’s intention for us.

Second, same sex relationships are outside of (and fall far
short of) God’s created intention for sex. God made us male
and  female,  designed  to  complement  each  other  physically,
emotionally, and spiritually. Two men or two women coming
together can never live out God’s intent for His creation. The
biology of our gender shows us that same sex relationships
don’t work, but opposite sex relationships do. It is unwise to
ignore the obvious about how the pieces fit, or don’t fit, as
the case may be.

Third, marriage is an earthbound illustration of the mystery
of Christ and the church.{3} There is a mystical unity of two
very different, very other beings coming together as one. Only
the  profound  differences  of  man  and  woman  display  this
mystery.  “If  the  man  represents  Christ  and  the  woman
represents the church, then a male to male partnering would
be, in essence, a symbolic partnering of God with Himself
apart from His people. Likewise, a lesbian relationship would
become a symbolic partnering of God’s people without Him.
Either option is incomplete, unnatural, and abhorrent.”{4}

Fourth, same sex relationships are idolatrous. In Romans 1,
Paul describes the downward spiral of people who worship the
creature  instead  of  the  Creator.  When  God  says  intimate
relationships with people of the same sex are forbidden, and
people insist on pursuing them anyway, they have elevated
something else to the position of a god. It could be the other
person, or sexual pleasure, or even just one’s own feelings,
but  all  these  things  become  idols  because  they  are  more
important than anything else, including God.

Homosexual and lesbian relationships are wrong because God
designed us for something far better. The nature of the gospel



is to bring transformation to every aspect of a believer’s
life, and many people have discovered the “something better.”
(See my article, “Can Homosexuals Change?“)

The Differences Between Heterosexual and
Homosexual Relationships
Sometimes you hear gays or lesbians say, “We’re just like
anybody else. We have two kids, a dog, a mortgage, and we
worry about the economy. We just don’t want anybody telling us
who we can love.” My friend Brady, who used to be part of that
gay sub-culture, calls the homosexual lifestyle “a façade of
normalcy.” And it is only a façade.

Consider the huge variance in the stability of relationships.
Despite a high divorce rate, 57% of heterosexual marriages
last over twenty years.{5} The average length of homosexual
relationships is two to three years.{6} Only 5% of them last
20 years.{7}

And  consider  the  issue  of  promiscuity.  In  heterosexual
marriages, over three-fourths of the men and 88% of the women
remain  faithful  to  their  marriage  vows.{8}  Most  sexually
active gay men are promiscuous, engaging hundreds of sexual
partners over a lifetime.{9}

The concept of a committed relationship is very different for
the two groups. Most heterosexual couples are faithful and
stable.  When  homosexual  men  are  in  what  they  call  a
“committed” relationship, this usually includes three to five
outside partners each year.{10} Rev. Troy Perry, founder of
the Metropolitan Community Church, told the Dallas Morning
News, “Monogamy is not a word the gay community uses. . . . We
talk about fidelity. That means you live in a loving, caring,
honest relationship with your partner. Because we can’t marry,
we have people with widely varying opinions as to what that
means.  Some  would  say  that  committed  couples  could  have
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multiple sexual partners as long as there’s no deception. Each
couple has to decide.”{11}

In Holland, which legalized gay marriage in 2001, the average
is eight outside partners.{12} One study of gay men who had
been together for over five years could not find one single
monogamous relationship.{13} Not one!

Women in lesbian relationships often stay together not because
they  want  to,  but  because  they’re  stuck  financially  and
emotionally. “I heard one speaker say at a Love Won Out 
conference, “We don’t have partners, we have prisoners.” Of
course, that’s not universally true, but over the years of
walking toward Jesus with women who were no longer in lesbian
partnerships, I have heard over and over, “We didn’t know how
to do life apart from each other.”

Heterosexuals  live  longer,  happier  lives.  Sexually  active
homosexual men live a dangerous and destructive lifestyle.
They are at huge risk for contracting AIDS, and run a much
higher risk of sexually transmitted diseases than straight
men. The gay community experiences three times more alcoholism
and drug abuse,{14} and much more promiscuity and domestic
violence than the straight world.{15} Gay men can expect to
live twenty years less than their straight neighbors.{16}

And finally, a home with a mom and a dad is the best possible
place for children. Homosexual parents put kids at risk. The
American College of Pediatrics discovered that children raised
by gay parents tend to be more dissatisfied with their own
gender, suffer a greater rate of molestation in the family,
have homosexual experiences more often, and are encouraged to
experiment in dangerous, destructive lifestyle choices.{17}

Please hear me: We’re commenting on the extremely high-risk
behavior that is part and parcel of a homosexual lifestyle.
That’s not the same thing as condemning the people who engage
in it. A homosexual lifestyle is a façade of normalcy, but it



can be changed.

Answering Arguments for Same Sex Marriage
Let’s look at several arguments being offered for same sex
marriage.

The first is that marriage will encourage faithfulness and
stability in volatile homosexual relationships. But the nature
of homosexual and lesbian relationships is broken to begin
with.  Two  broken  people  will  not  create  a  whole,  healthy
relationship. The best description I’ve ever heard of same sex
relationships is “one broken little boy looking for his daddy,
connecting with another broken little boy, looking for his
daddy.” And the same is true of women. Neither a marriage
license, nor the approval of society, can fix the nature of a
relationship that is irretrievably broken at its core.

Another argument is that we need same sex marriage to insure
hospital visitation. But it’s the patient who decides. If he
appoints his partner as a health-care proxy, even if he’s in a
coma that document will insure access to the hospital. We
don’t need marriage for that. It’s a smokescreen.

A third argument is that we need same sex marriage to insure
survivorship benefits. But that’s what a will is for. You
don’t need marriage for that.

Some say that we need same sex marriage for Social Security
benefits.  This  is  an  interesting  argument,  since  Social
Security  benefits  were  created  to  address  the  financial
inequity of father as breadwinner and mother as stay-at-home
caregiver. Homosexual relationships are usually two-incomes.
It’s very rare to have one stay-at-home caregiver of the kids,
since  homosexual  relationships  do  not  and  cannot  produce
children naturally. When they do, they are borrowing from
God’s plan for creating families.



Then there’s the discrimination argument. There are really two
issues that fall under this argument: denied liberties and
denied benefits.

Concerning the issue of denying the liberty to marry, this
argument doesn’t hold water. Any person can marry whoever he
or she pleases, with certain restrictions that are true for
everyone. You can’t marry a child, a close blood relative, a
person who is already married, or a person of the same sex.
These restrictions apply equally to everyone; there is no
discrimination here. The problem is, some people don’t like
the restrictions.

True  discrimination  functions  against  an  unchangeable
identity,  such  as  gender  or  color.  Homosexuality  is  a
lifestyle,  a  chosen  behavior.  Even  sexual  orientation  is
changeable. It’s not easy, but it is possible.

The other issue of discrimination is denied benefits. But
benefits  are  granted  to  families  because  society  has  an
interest in providing a safe place for children to grow up and
be  nurtured.  So  the  government  provides  child-oriented
benefits such as inheritance rights and tax relief to ease the
financial burden of children. Insurance policies and Social
Security benefits provide for the money gap between wage-
earner and caregiver. These benefits are inherent to families.
The essence of marriage is about building families. Homosexual
relationships cannot build families legitimately. They have to
borrow from heterosexual relationships or technology to create
children.

Final Points to Consider
Joe Dallas draws on his wisdom and experience as a former
homosexual to address the issue of same sex marriage in his
book When Homosexuality Hits Home. He provides some excellent
points to consider about this subject.{18}



We can recognize that people genuinely love each other, and we
can respect their right to form a partnership, even if we
disagree with the nature of their partnership. We can say a
relationship is wrong without disrespecting or condemning the
people in that relationship.

For example, look at the relationship between Spencer Tracy
and Katharine Hepburn. Tracy was a married man when he met and
fell in love with her. For decades they had a deeply committed
and  affectionate  relationship  although  they  never  married.
Note  two  glaring  and  conflicting  facts  about  their
relationship: it was adulterous, and therefore wrong, and they
truly loved each other. You can find a number of good things
about their relationship, such as the way they respected each
other and cared deeply for each other and seemed to be good
for each other. When we say it was morally wrong, this does
not deny the good things about their relationship. But to
recognize the good things does not change the fact that it was
morally wrong. The two are not mutually exclusive.

With gay or lesbian couples, we can acknowledge that there
may, indeed, be deep love and commitment to each other. After
all, humans have an amazing God-given capacity to love—even
outside the bounds of His design and commands. But God cannot
and does not sanction homosexual relationships, so we cannot
either. We can respect those involved without capitulating to
their demands.

Redefining marriage is especially unacceptable to Christians,
since it is spelled out in both Testaments as a type of God’s
relationship with His people. In the Old Testament, God is
portrayed as the husband of the nation of Israel, and in the
New Testament, Jesus is the bridegroom of the Church. Marriage
is far more than a social construct that provides for the
creation of new families. It is a living parable that helps us
to understand the dynamic, mysterious relationship between God
and His people. How can we redefine something that has such a
deep, spiritual meaning? Even if that were not part of the



equation, we would still need to deal with the truth that
marriage was created by God, and we do not have the right to
tinker with His creation.

The problem with same sex marriage is that it doesn’t work, it
doesn’t fit, and it is an attempt to make right something that
is intrinsically, irretrievably wrong. God created us in His
image as both male and female, and intends that His full image
be  expressed  as  men  and  women  come  together  in  designed
complementarity. This is impossible in same sex marriage.
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Can Homosexuals Change? – A
Christian  View  of
Homosexuality
Sue Bohlin looks at the real evidence showing people who have
changed from homosexuality. From a Christian perspective, Sue
presents  some  proven  paths  to  recovery  from  homosexual
thoughts and practice. When we let Christ begin to heal our
underlying  hurts  and  feelings  of  inadequacy,  it  is  truly
possible to experience a fundamental change.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

Is It Possible for Homosexuals to Change?
Mike{1} was marching in a Gay Pride parade when God got a hold
of him. He had been high for four days and his “buzz” suddenly
evaporated as he heard a voice in his head say, “You don’t
have to live like this.” He knew beyond a shadow of a doubt
that it was God offering him a way out. He put down his Gay
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Pride sign, left the parade, sat down in a nearby stairwell,
and repented of his rebellion. He gave his heart to Jesus
Christ and starting walking out of homosexuality that day.
Today, several years later, he is married with a child, and
living a very different kind of life. Not just on the outside;
his heart was changed from the inside out.

Paul was on a self-destructive path of drug and alcohol abuse
and homosexual activity. When he told his mother he was gay,
she threw him out of the house, and the only place he could
find belonging, safety, and identity was the gay community. As
he spent more and more time “escaping” the pain in his life
through sex and alcohol, he began to realize how bad his life
was. He wanted to die but God had something else in mind.

Paul was invited to a Bible study where he met a man who had
left the gay lifestyle and was living a changed life. For the
first time he honestly called out and said, “God, please help
me.”

One of his friends became a Christian. He asked her about
homosexuality and was angered by her initial response. She
said, “I now believe it is a sin—but God wouldn’t call it a
sin  if  there  weren’t  something  better.”  Paul  eventually
realized that he was a sinner who needed God’s love and grace,
and in 1992 he trusted Christ as his Savior. Two months later,
he was led to an organization that helps people deal with
unwanted homosexuality through an intimate relationship with
Jesus  Christ.  He  left  his  homosexual  identity  behind  and
embraced his true identity as a child of God, committed to
holiness and purity. Paul is now director of that ministry and
is helping others walk out of homosexuality. He’s not perfect,
he’s  still  growing  .  .  .  just  like  me  and  every  other
Christian I know. But the “something better” God had in mind
for him is an intimacy with Christ that is breathtaking.

Randy brings glory to God every day of his life by living out
the abiding truth that change is possible.



Stories of Women
Carol grew up in a religious home with parents whose standards
were too strict to allow her to please them. But she was
smart, and a good student, and her teachers gave her the
affirmation  and  encouragement  her  heart  longed  for.  She
developed very strong bonds with her teachers, some of which
became profound emotional dependencies.

In graduate school, she was hit by the unexpected pain of
loneliness  and  emptiness.  Carol  got  into  an  intense
relationship  with  a  married  woman,  facing  completely  new
temptations. She was totally unprepared to resist the strength
of  same-gender  attraction,  and  quickly  found  herself
emotionally  and  physically  involved  in  a  relationship  she
couldn’t  believe  was  happening.  Now  she  was  not  only
emotionally  needy,  she  was  shackled  by  deep  shame,
woundedness,  and  guilt.

A friend told her about a ministry to those dealing with same-
sex attraction, and it was like finding a door to another
world.  Through  the  support  she  found  there,  Carol  was
challenged  to  identify  the  lies  of  Satan  which  she  had
believed her whole life and replace them with the truth of
Scripture. God is renewing her mind, meeting her deep heart-
needs, and bringing her to a place of freedom and hope.

Diane’s story is different. She spent eighteen years in a
committed lesbian relationship with another woman she believed
to be her soul-mate. They went through a commitment ceremony
in a gay church, and raised a daughter together. She enjoyed a
position of leadership as a bright and articulate spokesperson
for a gay church.

Through all those years, Diane’s mother was steadfast in three
things. She loved Diane unconditionally. She never backed down
about her belief that her daughter’s lifestyle was sinful
because God says it’s wrong. And third, she prayed faithfully



for her daughter.

Diane and her partner sought the Lord about everything except
their sexuality. At one point, they were praying together for
wisdom and truth about a situation that had nothing to do with
their relationship. God answered their prayer in an unexpected
way; He showed them the truth about the sinful nature of their
relationship.  It  was  a  terribly  painful  and  unwelcome
discovery to learn that they had been deceived. Together, they
decided out of obedience to God to separate and break off
their  relationship.  It’s  still  painful,  even  as  Diane
experiences God’s healing touch in the deepest parts of her
wounded soul. He’s changing Diane and Carol from the inside
out.

Three Claims for Change
Some people deal with same-sex attraction by pretending it’s
not  there.  Denial  is  unfortunately  the  time-honored
“Christian” response. But this is not the way God wants us to
deal with problems; Psalm 51:6 says, “Surely you desire truth
in  my  inmost  parts.”  Acknowledging  one  has  a  homosexual
orientation  is  like  seeing  the  red  light  on  your  car’s
dashboard; it means something is wrong somewhere. A homosexual
orientation isn’t the actual problem; it’s the symptom of a
deeper issue–legitimate, God-given needs for relationship and
intimacy that have been channeled in unhealthy and sinful
directions.

But it is not a simple matter, and it would be disrespectful
to imply that there is an easy solution to the complex issue
of  homosexuality.  Among  those  who  claim  that  change  is
possible, there are three main schools of thought on how to
get there.

The  first  is  the  deliverance  ministries.  They  say  that
homosexuality is caused by a demon, and if we can just cast
out the demon, the problem is gone. Sounds like an easy fix,



but  it  ends  up  causing  even  more  problems  because
homosexuality isn’t caused by a demon. The person who was
“delivered” may experience a temporary emotional high, but the
same temptations and thought patterns that plagued him before
are going to return because the root issue wasn’t dealt with.
Only now, he’s burdened by the false guilt of thinking he did
something wrong or that he’s not good enough for God to “fix”
him.

A second and more effective treatment for homosexuality is
reparative therapy. There is a lot of wisdom to be found here
because many therapists believe that homosexuality has its
roots in hurtful relationship patterns, especially with family
members, and many homosexual men and women report exactly
that.  But  reparative  therapy  is  often  just  behavior
modification, and it deals only with the flesh, that part of
us independent of God. Reparative therapy can make people feel
better, but it can’t bring true inner healing.

The third, and I believe best, way to bring about real and
lasting  change  is  a  redemptive  approach.  Ministries  that
disciple men and women in intimate relationship with Jesus
Christ are able to lead them into inner healing because God
transforms His people. It’s excruciatingly difficult to leave
homosexuality without support. Fortunately, even for people
who do not live in an area where there is a ministry tailored
for  those  dealing  with  unwanted  homosexuality,  there
are online support forums that can be almost as powerful as
face-to-face  groups.  I  especially  recommend  Living  Hope
Ministries’ online support groups at www.livehope.org. There
are also some wonderful books available, particularly Coming
Out of Homosexuality by Bob Davies, and Someone I Love is Gay
by Anita Worthen and Bob Davies. Another excellent book is You
Don’t Have to Be Gay by Jeff Konrad for men and Restoring
Sexual Identity by Anne Paulk for women. My all-time favorite
author on this topic is Joe Dallas; anything he writes is
exceptionally good. But discipleship is hard work, and there
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is no simple and easy fix.

The Path to True Change
The most effective route to real, lasting change for those
caught in same-gender attraction is a redemptive approach.
This means discipleship, being taught and encouraged and held
accountable to develop intimacy with Christ. Interestingly, it
doesn’t seem to matter what the particular stronghold is in a
person’s  life—whether  it  be  homosexuality,  gluttony,  drug
dependency,  compulsive  gambling  or  shopping,  alcoholism,
sexual addiction, or any other stronghold—the most effective
solution is the same: intimacy with Christ.

True discipleship is hard work. And God even gives us the
energy  for  discipleship!  But  it  takes  tremendous  self-
discipline to choose to operate in the Spirit instead of in
our own flesh, to depend on God’s strength instead of our own.
The real battle is in the mind.

The steps to overcoming homosexuality also apply to overcoming
any stronghold.

First, the person has to stop the sinful behavior. It’s best
to  ask  for  God’s  help.  This  is  no  different  from  the
requirement for any drug or alcohol abuse treatment. You can’t
work on a problem when you’re still totally controlled by it.

The second step is to work on learning what the Bible says
about  who  you  are  in  Christ.  Just  as  people  learning  to
identify counterfeit money examine real currency so they can
spot the fakes, the struggler needs to fill their mind with
God’s Word so they can enter into their true identity as a
beloved, valuable child of God.

The third step is working on the thought life, since this is
where the battle is. It’s important to identify Satan’s lies
playing as tapes in one’s head, and stop the tape player!
Then, deliberately replace the lies with the truth. Instead of



“I’m never going to change,” repeat the truthful promise that
“I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me” (Phil.
4:13). Instead of obsessing over the aching and longing for
the unhealthy and sinful behavior or relationship, fill your
mind with praise and worship and Scripture.

Next, face the fact that it feels lousy! When we stop trying
to meet our needs in our own ways, we start experiencing the
emotional pain that our strongholds had covered up. When it
feels really really bad, we are at that very point where God
can make the biggest difference. Ask, What is my true need?
What is it my heart is truly longing for? Go to Jesus and let
Him meet your deepest heart-needs. Let Him direct you to get
your  divinely-designed  needs  for  relationship  with  other
people met in godly ways.

This is where powerful healing happens.

Ex-Ex-gays
For the last several years, people who had left homosexuality
have  slowly  but  surely  gained  a  hearing  in  telling  their
stories. Word is getting out: change is possible!

And  there  are  also  the  voices  of  the  frustrated  and
disillusioned  souls  who  tried  to  leave  homosexuality,  who
tried to change, and gave up. There’s even a name for it: “Ex
ex-gays.” Their stories are full of tremendous pain, and some
have even lost their faith over it. What happened?

Well, I think the same thing that happened to people who tried
AA but couldn’t stop drinking, or those who tried Weigh Down
Workshop but couldn’t lose weight. I have a friend who was in
Weigh Down Workshop, and it didn’t do a thing for her. The
problem is, she never made the commitment to “die to self,” to
use an old spiritual term{2}. She never got to the point of
saying,  “Jesus,  I  choose  You  over  food.  I  choose  a  holy
relationship with You over an unhealthy relationship with my



appetite. And I will do whatever it takes to allow You to
change my heart.”

Many people who tried to change their homosexuality could win
contests for praying and reading their Bibles. They really did
try very very hard. But the prayers are often misdirected:
“God, change me. Take away my desires. Let me start liking
people  of  the  opposite  sex.”  Unfortunately,  as  well-
intentioned as this prayer is, it’s a lot like trying to get
rid of dandelions in your back yard by mowing them. They keep
coming back because you’re not dealing with their roots. The
basic cause of a homosexual orientation isn’t genetics or
choice;  it’s  a  wrong  response  to  being  hurt.  It’s  about
protecting oneself and trying to get legitimate needs met in
ways God never intended. True change can only happen with the
hard work of submitting to God, allowing Him to expose the
deep  hurts  and  needs  of  one’s  heart,  which  means  facing
horrible pain, and inviting Him to bring healing to those
wounded places. That’s why intimacy with Christ is the answer.
A wise friend observed that homosexuality is the fruit of
sinful ways of dealing with pain–sinful because they cut us
off from the One who can heal and meet our needs, sinful
because they place us at the center of our universe and we
don’t belong there. Jesus does.

I hope you can see that real change is hard and it costs a
great deal because it requires strong motivation, hard work,
and  perseverance.  But  hundreds  of  former  homosexuals  have
found a large degree of change, attaining abstinence from
homosexual  behaviors,  lessening  of  homosexual  temptations,
strengthening their sense of masculine or feminine identity,
and correcting distorted styles of relating with members of
the same and opposite gender. Some former homosexuals marry
and  some  don’t,  but  marriage  is  not  the  measuring  stick;
spiritual growth and obedience are.

The bottom line is, change is possible.
Notes



1. All names in this article are changed.

2. This term is not actually biblical, but the concept is. See
Romans 6.
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See Also: See also “Probe Answers Our E-Mail: Homosexuality”

“Is  Animal  Homosexuality
Proof that It’s Normal?”
A  teenage  girl  in  my  church  has  just  been  confronted  by
discussions on homosexuality in her high school classroom.
When she told the class that homosexuality was not “normal”
behavior because it did not exist among animals, the teacher
said  that  studies  have  “proven”  that  homosexuality  is
prevalent among animals, esp. elephants. While browsing on the
web, I have found this to be a widely used “proof.” What would
you answer? How can I help this girl?

First of all, I would encourage her to ask with humility and
softness (i.e., no edge in her voice) where she can find the
studies  that  “prove”  the  prevalence  of  homosexuality  in
animals. People toss off assertions all the time (such as,
“science has proven homosexuality is genetic”) but when we ask
where the articles are, they don’t have an answer. They’re
just parroting what they’ve heard.

Same-sex behavior DOES exist in the animal kingdom, for a
number of reasons. Usually, it’s either playful antics, or
dominance behavior to assert hierarchy. For one male to mount,
or attempt to mount, another male is a very powerful way to
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communicate his higher position in the “pecking order” of the
community. But if you bring in a female in heat, suddenly the
male-male  behavior  is  abandoned  in  favor  of  the  female.
Sometimes males mount other males in a type of practice before
the females come into heat.

Secondly, I have read of same-sex attachments in animals, but
the fact that they exist doesn’t make it normal any more than
the fact that cystic fibrosis or diabetes exists makes those
diseases normal. From a Christian perspective, we live in a
fallen  world,  and  that  falleness  extends  to  the  entire
creation on the planet. It would make sense that things would
go wrong even among the animals. For instance, I understand
that a hormonal imbalance can result in homosexual behavior in
some  animals.  (Here  are  links  to  a  couple  of  articles
concerning that. Note the naturalistic bias underlying them:
“What is, is normal and natural and therefore to be embraced.”
http://www.noglstp.org/bulletin/1997spring.html  and
http://www.libchrist.com/other/homosexual/sheepandanimals.html
)

Even from a godless evolutionary perspective, there is no
benefit to homosexual behavior since those who engage in it do
not reproduce, and from an evolutionary perspective, the only
purpose in life is to make babies (the bottom line for the
more scientific-sounding “survive and reproduce”).

I recently discovered an excellent article on the “animal
homosexuality myth” at the NARTH (National Association for the
Research and Treatment of Homosexuality) website. This article
points out that we can find occurrences of “homosexuality,”
cannibalism and infanticide in the animal kingdom, but the
fact that these aberrant behaviors exist should not lead us to
deduce that they are acceptable and normal HUMAN behaviors to
engage in! www.narth.org/docs/animalmyth.html

Hope this helps!
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“Help Me Change From Gay to
Straight”
Hello Sue,

I am from Australia and I read your add about how you can help
me to change from being gay to being straight.

Can you help me please?

I’m not sure what you meant about “reading my add” since I
don’t have any advertisements of any kind, but I have written
about  homosexuality  on  Probe.org  and  www.livehope.org.  My
understanding about how true and lasting change can occur in
people is all about a personal relationship with Jesus Christ,
who starts the process of setting things right when we put our
trust and faith in Him and start the hard work of surrendering
to Him. Daily. As a new way of life. Then change happens, all
kind of change, because the fruit of the new life we receive
from God is Christlikeness in us.

Some people who trust in Jesus discover that as they grow
spiritually,  receiving  His  great  love  and  obeying  the
principles in His word the Bible, old wounds are healed, unmet
needs are met through community with God’s people, and they
are  led  into  new  ways  of  seeing  life,  themselves,  other
people, and God Himself. They discover that they are changing,
and they can finish growing up, which includes changing the
way they think about people of the same sex and people of the
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opposite sex. They can develop attractions for the opposite
sex. Or even just one person of the opposite sex.

There are no exercises for this kind of change. It is a result
of a new orientation of submitting one’s will to Jesus as boss
(or Lord) of one’s life, following Him and trusting in Him.
The change that comes is the same as learning to move beyond
self-centeredness to compassion and a desire to love and serve
others. Or learning to move beyond anger to forgiveness. Or
learning to move beyond fear and anxiety to the peace of
trusting that a loving God is in control. These changes are
all reflections of emotional and spiritual maturity and God’s
work inside us to make us like His Son.

Some people who walk in intimacy with Jesus never develop
attractions for the opposite sex. There are several reasons
for this, but the important thing is that God’s intention for
our lives is far bigger and far more important than sexual
attractions. Nonetheless, when God sets all things right, that
includes  rightly  relating  to  both  our  own  gender  and  the
opposite sex—whether that process comes close to completion in
this life or the next.

So, to answer your question, I would point you to Jesus. Not
to  religion—to  Jesus  Himself,  which  includes  dynamic
relationships with His people, those of us who truly know Him
and are living in yieldedness and submission to Him. I would
also invite you to investigate the free, confidential online
support group for those dealing with unwanted homosexuality at
Living Hope Ministries, www.livehope.org.

Thanks for writing.

Sue Bohlin

Posted Feb. 2014
© 2014 Probe Ministries
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Did (Duck Dynasty’s) Phil Get
it  Wrong?  Is  Homosexuality
Sin?
In one of the biggest social media
flaps  since  social  media  was
invented,  Duck  Dynasty’s  Phil
Robertson  openly  said  that
homosexuality  is  sinful.  Then  the
cyber world blew up in a clash of
worldviews—the  progressive,
whatever-floats-your-boat
perspective  of  A&E,  the  cable
network  that  profits  greatly  from
the Robertsons’ TV show, against the traditional biblical view
of sin and sexuality. A lot of people think that Phil’s old-
fashioned morality is not only antiquated but unfair.

Is it? Is homosexuality a sin? If people are born gay, why
would God condemn people for being the way He made them? What
kind of God would do that?

Let me answer those questions in reverse order. First, how do
we know that people are born gay? This idea is a newcomer on
the  scene  of  human  history,  arising  only  within  the  past
hundred years—maybe only fifty. We “know” it because people
keep saying so, and people say so because, looking into the
rear view mirror of their lives, many of those who eventually
identify as gay recall always feeling different, “other than.”
According to the spirit of the age, that means they were
always gay. Which means sexually and romantically attracted to
people of the same sex.
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But think about a newborn baby. Is he or she sexually and
romantically  attracted  to  people  of  the  same  sex?  No,  of
course not. That is an emotional development issue that will
arise years down the road. Consider a toddler: how does one
find the gay kids in a church or daycare nursery? You don’t.
But  even  in  toddlers,  some  temperament  and  personality
differences have surfaced, the kinds of differences that can
lead to a child feeling “other than.”

Little  boys  who  are  emotionally  sensitive,  artistic  and
creative,  can  be  uncomfortable  around  the  rough-and-tumble
boys  who  are  far  more  physically  aggressive,  sporty  and
relationally  insensitive.  It  doesn’t  mean  they’re  gay,  it
means their design, their God-chosen kind of masculinity, is
different. They’re probably going to feel “other than,” and
later on someone will label that as gay. It’s not.

Little girls who have athletic gifts and abilities, who don’t
care for pink or dresses or nail polish and are often natural
leaders, can be uncomfortable around the girly-girls who are
interested in very different things. It doesn’t mean they’re
lesbian,  it  means  their  design,  their  God-chosen  kind  of
femininity,  is  different.  They’re  probably  going  to  feel
“other than,” and later on someone will label that as lesbian.
It’s not.

People are not born gay, which is a constellation of beliefs
and feelings about oneself and others that is the result of
many interactions with many people over many years. Just like
people  are  not  born  prejudiced.  Or  entitled.  Or  English
speaking, for that matter. But all those things can become so
entwined with a sense of self that it feels like that’s who
one is.

Recently,  my  husband  was  talking  with  a  new  friend  who
struggles with same-sex attraction. His friend said it was
hard  growing  up  in  a  slender  “case”  (body  type)  and  so
sensitive, and that’s why he was gay. My husband pointed out



that he, too, had the same body type and was emotionally
sensitive, that that was their design. Ray talked to him about
the gender spectrum for different kinds of masculinity as
God’s  creation,  and  his  friend  absolutely  lit  up  with
gratitude. He had never heard that the way God had made him
didn’t mean he was gay, it meant he was gifted, and he had
never heard an “everstraight” like my husband acknowledge that
boys and men can live on that end of the spectrum and not
identify  as  gay.  There  is  another  way  of  explaining  the
feeling of “other than” that honors both the person and the
God who made them in a way that has often not been appreciated
or affirmed.

But let’s turn to the first question: is homosexuality a sin?

It’s important to define your terms. What do you mean by
homosexuality?  Our  culture  has  clouded  the  biblical
perspective  of  the  issue.  Do  you  mean  being  same-sex
attracted? Or do you mean “stepping over the line,” actually
engaging in same-sex romantic and sexual relationships? What
Phil Robertson did, which is part of the firestorm, is to
shine a light on what the Bible says: all sex outside of
marriage is sin, both opposite-sex and same-sex relationships.
Our  sex-saturated  culture  finds  that  offensive  and
unacceptable. Sex is seen as a right and a basic need of life,
when it is neither.

But  the  Bible  never  condemns  same-sex  attractions,  which
constitute temptation and not sin. People generally discover,
not choose, that they are drawn to the same sex, and there are
very good reasons for this. As with all temptations, God says
to  stand  against  them  and  not  give  into  them.  It  is
foolishness  to  define  oneself  by  our  temptations  and
weaknesses! (Much better to define ourselves the way God sees
us, as His beloved child who desperately needs Him.)

So define homosexuality. If you mean simply feeling “other
than” and different, complicated by being drawn to members of
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the same sex, then homosexual attractions are temptation, not
sin. If you mean acting on those attractions to engage in
emotionally  dependent  and/or  sexual  relationships,  then
according to the Bible’s standards, yes that is sin. Note how
God addressed Cain’s struggle with feelings and temptations:
“Sin is crouching at your door. It desires to have you, but
you must master it.” (Genesis 4:7) So it really comes down to
feelings vs. behavior. The feelings are not necessarily sinful
(although sin begins in the mind, where attractions can cross
over the line into the sin of lust, regardless of the object
of those attractions), but behavior always is. We need to keep
homosexuality in the context that God does: pre-marital sex,
adultery,  same-gender  sex,  incest,  and  sex  with  animals:
anything outside the marriage bed (defined as one man and one
woman, Gen. 2:24) is sin.

Many people have a faulty concept of a distant, scowling god
sitting on his throne looking for people having a good time so
he  can  be  mad  at  them,  looking  for  an  excuse  to  hurl
thunderbolts at them for daring to enjoy themselves. The God
of the Bible is not Zeus. Jesus corrected many aspects of our
misunderstandings of His Father. He is a loving God who put
guardrails  on  the  treacherous  mountain  road  of  human
sexuality. He doesn’t condemn people who run off the safety of
the road by crashing through the guardrails He put in place;
He knows that the natural consequences of running off the
cliff are their own discipline. God says, “Don’t have sex
outside of marriage” because He loves us and knows that sex
outside  of  marriage  brings  pain  to  the  soul  (as  well  as
dishonoring everyone involved, including Him).

God doesn’t make anyone gay, but He is full of compassion for
those who find themselves with same-sex attractions. He warns
us  against  all  kinds  of  sexual  sin  because  He  knows  how
destructive it is when we violate His intention and design for
our bodies and souls. He wants so much better for us.

 



This blog post originally appeared at
blogs.bible.org/tapestry/sue_bohlin/did_phil_get_it_wrong_is_h

omosexuality_sin on Jan. 1, 2014

“How Do You Answer a Person
Who Says You Can’t Take the
Bible  Literally  Because  It
Promotes  Killing
Homosexuals?”
How would you answer a person who says, “You can’t take the
Bible literally because it promotes killing homosexuals” (Lev
20:13)?

There are a number of things that one might say to this, but I
will mention just a few. In addition, I will not only speak to
the issue of interpretation, but will also address some of the
issues which give rise to a statement like this. Of course, we
must also remember that there is oftentimes a lot of anger
behind  a  statement  like  this.  Hence,  it  is  important  to
remember that while we always want to speak the truth, we want
to be careful to do it in love. This is the most important
thing to bear in mind in responding to someone making such a
claim.  We  want  to  be  kind,  gentle,  and  patient  in  our
response. But concerning the response itself, here are a few
things that occur to me as I think about this issue.

First, this particular law was only given to ancient Israel
under the terms of the Old Covenant. But God is not relating
to anyone under the terms of this covenant today. Rather, God
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is now relating to all men under the terms of the New Covenant
(Hebrews  8).  Hence,  this  is  not  a  law  which  should  be
implemented today. In addition, I think it is also important
to  point  out  that  this  passage  does  not  PROMOTE  killing
homosexuals. This is simply false—and it is important to say
so. This particular law requires that those who engage in
homosexual  activity  be  put  to  death.  Even  under  the  Old
Covenant,  a  person  with  homosexual  inclinations  or
attractions, who refused to act on them, would NOT be put to
death.  What  is  at  issue  here  is  homosexual  activity—not
homosexual attraction. Hence, even interpreted literally, this
law  does  NOT  promote  killing  homosexuals.  Rather,  it
stipulates that those who engage in homosexual activity are to
be put to death. But again, it is important to remember that
God is no longer relating to mankind under the terms of this
covenant.

Second, the law reveals the awful truth about human sinfulness
and the holiness of God. God takes sin very seriously and his
holiness and moral perfection require that He deal with it as
it deserves. Under the terms of the Old Covenant, homosexual
behavior was not unique in meriting the sentence of death.
Adultery (Lev. 20:10), blasphemy (Lev. 24:16), murder (Exod.
21:12),  striking  one’s  father  or  mother  (Exod.  21:15),
kidnapping  (Exod.  21:16),  cursing  one’s  father  or  mother
(Exod. 21:17), and other acts as well, all merited the death
sentence  under  the  Old  Covenant.  Even  Sabbath  violations
received the death sentence (Exod. 31:14). Hence, homosexual
activity was not unique in meriting the death sentence under
the terms of the Old Covenant.

Third, God disapproves of ALL sexual sin—not just homosexual
activity.  God  disapproves  of  adultery,  fornication,  rape,
incest,  bestiality,  as  well  as  homosexual  sin.  Again,
homosexual sin is not unique in being prohibited by God. All
sexual sin is prohibited. The Bible allows for sexual activity
only within the confines of one man/one woman heterosexual



marriage.  Any  kind  of  sexual  activity  outside  of  this  is
sin—whether that sexual activity be homosexual, heterosexual,
sex with animals, etc.

Fourth, the moral law is based upon the morally pure and
morally perfect character of God. If the Bible really is the
word of God, then homosexual behavior (along with all other
sexual sin) is sin. All such activity, then, would constitute
a violation of God’s moral law.

Finally,  I  think  we  can  agree  that  we  should  not  ALWAYS
interpret the Bible “literally.” The Bible, after all, does
contain a wealth of figurative and metaphorical language, and
it  would  be  inappropriate  to  interpret  such  metaphorical
expressions literally. The problem in this case, however, is
that  the  verse  in  question  is  not  making  use  of  such
figurative or metaphorical language. Indeed, the writer is
quite explicit in spelling things out for us. It would strike
me  as  dishonest  to  suggest  that  this  passage  should  be
interpreted non-literally or metaphorically. What would it be
a metaphor of? What would be the literal truth behind (or
underneath) the metaphor? In addition, why should anyone think
that God does not disapprove of sexual sin? What sort of
argument  or  evidence  is  there  for  believing  that  God’s
attitude toward sexual activity is essentially the same as
that of a modern secular American? Why should we think that
sin (all sin) is not a deadly serious issue to an utterly holy
God? It seems to me that the statement you mentioned simply
makes some unwarranted assumptions about God’s attitude toward
human sin.

Of course, the good news is that God has provided atonement
for sin through the substitutionary death of His Son, and His
resurrection for our justification. Anyone who is willing to
turn from their sin, and trust Christ for salvation, can and
will be forgiven and saved. No one needs to die for their sins
(since Christ has already done so). But everyone who rejects
Him  and  His  sacrifice  will  have  to  pay  for  their  sin



themselves. Hence, we want to communicate, I think, that God
takes sin very seriously. But He has also provided for our
forgiveness through the sacrifice of His Son on the cross.

Hopefully some of this will be helpful to you as you continue
to wrestle with an appropriate response to claims of this
sort.

Shalom in Christ,

Michael Gleghorn

Posted May 28, 2012
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